FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

HVT Expands LCD Module Service Capability to 80 Inches
NORCROSS, Georgia—August 1, 2009—Hong Video Technology, Inc. (HVT), a leading
provider of custom services for small- and medium-sized LCD modules, today announced that
it will expand LCD module services to include LCD modules up to 80 inches.
With a sufficient number of large LCD modules now used in digital signage, industrial and
consumer products, HVT is eager to expand its capabilities to service them. The necessary new
equipment will be installed later this year, and production on 20- to 80-inch LCD modules will
begin April 2010.
“As large LCD modules have become more commonplace and price-competitive, those
manufacturers and OEMs have a growing need for the same services that we provide today for
smaller LCD modules—that is, a reliable source for high-quality repair and rework, and a
reasonable alternative to high-priced replacement units,” explains George Hong, President.
HVT provides in-warranty and out-of-warranty services exclusively to electronics manufacturers,
distributors and OEMs. For many customers, HVT fills a unique end-of-life service void.
By broadening its LCD module service capabilities, HVT can serve as a single-source TPSP for
99% of the LCD modules currently produced. HVT now processes over 10,000 units per month for
LCD modules up to 20 inches, and has capacity to expand at its recently upgraded Norcross,
Georgia facility to accommodate larger LCD module repair.
“At HVT we’re all about quality, and we’re investing in the proper equipment so we can provide
the yields and TAT required by the largest electronics firms. We’ll service the large modules with
the same care and innovation that we have applied to smaller LCD modules for the past ten years,”
Hong added.
Located in Norcross, Georgia, HVT’s facility is by far the largest of its kind in the southeastern
United States.

About Hong Video Technology, Inc. (HVT)
HVT is the leading outsource supplier of electronic display repair and remanufacturing for LCD modules,
digital light engines, and other progressive electronic display technologies. Services also include repair and
rework of BGA, SMD and PCB components. For LCD modules, HVT performs a wide range of custom
services, including integration, optical enhancement, rework, ACF bonding, quick-turn prototypes and
end-of-life support. Customers include manufacturers, OEMs and dealers in the consumer electronics,
retail, gaming, auto, marine, computer and other industries. HVT has specialized in electronic display
services since 1994.

For more information: www.HVTnet.com, email inquire@HVTnet.com or call 770-495-4881.
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